
















Humanitarian Intervention Viewed from the
Theoretical Frameworks of International Relations:




This paper analyses humanitarian intervention using the theoretical frameworks of interna-
tional relations.The theories and traditions of international relations can be categorized into
Hobbesian, Grotian, Kantian and Marxist images, and the understanding of humanitarian in-
tervention varies according to them. Hobbesians view humanitarian intervention as national
interest oriented power politics by sovereign state (s) ; Grotians support humanitarian interven-
tion implemented as a UN collective response; Kantians emphasize NGOs'humanitarian assis-
tance activities based on individual morality and solidarity; and Marxists suspect humanitar-
ian intervention to be another form of control in the global structure of dominate-subordinate
relations. The argument clarifies the multiple nature of humanitarian intervention and the ne-
cessity for a comprehensive approach.
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